Bayside Restaurant & Lounge Closed for Renovations
To our valued guests & community,
***Due to the recent announcements from our Provincial Health Officer, The Bayside Restaurant &
Lounge has decided to temporarily close until the province allows for non-essential leisure travel to
continue. We are hoping to invite you back in January, if the current advisories allow. Our hotel remains
open through this time.***
We take this seriously. The Bayside Resort has been incredibly fortunate through these past months to
report no cases of COVID-19 here at the hotel. We are grateful for your diligence – our guests, our
community, and our dedicated staff - in following our above & beyond COVID safety plan so effectively.
The culture we’ve built of holding ourselves & each-other accountable has made this space feel safe and
comfortable in a time when that is something to be valued. Part of putting people first though, is
recognizing the responsibility we have as a gathering place, as a home away from home, and as a space
where our team feels respected & protected. This is a privilege, and there can be no compromise.
Rather than putting even one person at risk, we have decided to take this opportunity to remodel our
restaurant, creating a vibrant space for celebrating milestones & bringing people together for many
years to come. We will re-open with a dynamic BC-focused wine list, a revitalized & locally sourced west
coast menu, and the compassionate, high standard of service you’ve come to expect.
Our Hotel will remain open, maintaining industry-leading levels of excellence in cleanliness & procedure.
We’ve added some new practices, such as a ensuring each room sits empty for at least 24 hours
between guests, and new deep cleaning procedures that allow no margin for error. We believe that
responsibly providing a safe, clean place to stay will benefit our community during this time.
Thank you, and stay safe

Dominic Petraroia
Owner, The Bayside Oceanfront Resort

